COME IN YOUR STRENGTH - With unique and pure natural fragrance frequencies

HEALING COLORS - 100% essential oils - aromatherapy+
RED
The Healing color Red stands for: Life energy, power of action, focusing, the energy to the Perform soul
assignment.
ORANGE
The Healing Color Orange stands for: Emotions, Creation, Sexual Energy, Heat and Feeling to be connected.
YELLOW
The Healing Color Yellow stands for: Joy, vividness, warmth, happiness like sunbeams that Tickle on
your nose, blow up, wisdom.
GREEN
The Healing Color Green stands for: Healing, regeneration, balance, balance, security, Strengthens the
power of life energy.
BLUE
The Healing Color Blue stands for: Peace, protection, inner peace, willpower and courage. Creativity and
the urge to create.
VIOLET
The Healing Color Violet stands for: Transformation, Solving Blockades, Limitations, and Karma,
liberation.
PINK
The Healing color Pink stands for: Unconditional love, security, compassion, surrender, Self-esteem, understanding and mercy.
SILVER
The Healing Color Silver stands for: the female principle, protection, mercy, recognize what is Hidden
behind the apparent reality.
WHITE
The Healing Color White stands for: Purification, Brightness, Liberation, Foresight, Knowledge.
GOLD
The healing color Gold stands for: The male principle, splendor, wealth, fullness and well-being
Working with essential oils
Essential oils can be processed in different ways:
• In aroma lamps or electric oil burners (5 to 8 drops)
• In massage oils (10 drops in every 50ml massage oil)
• A footbath is particularly effective (Himalaya salt and 5 drops)
* Hands 1 or 2 drops in the hands, keep hands in face and take deep breath
* Tissue/cotton pad: put a drop of oil on the chakra (on/in addition to pillow)
* Pocket / mini bottle, pendant, stone: smell to the bottle, or Pebble pendant when you need it
Warning. These products do not replace medicine and treatments that are given by a doctor or physician. The information that is given is no
diagnosis and in case of doubt, always consult a doctor for advice. You are working with products that are very concentrated, so you will only
have to use a little for effective use. Be sure not to put essential oil in your eyes or mucous membrane and do not use the oil on your skin undiluted. Be aware of any allergic reactions.

Price 10 ml essence € 15,- / £ 14,To order online please contact me by telephone or email info@jouwbalanscoach.nl
Alexandra Langeveld - Your Balance Coach / Therapist / Healer / Chakradance www.jouwbalanscoach.nl - T: +34 657 939 635

